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2 Introduction
In this document we describe in detail how to use the Magento Plugin for Tripolis Dialogue to synchronize contacts and
send emails to Magento customers.
The main steps in this process are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Connect the plugin to a Tripolis Dialogue client (Section 3).
Create mappings for Contact Synchronization (Section 4).
Setup transactional emails (Section 5).
Use product feeds in emails (Section 6).

For contact synchronisation you can connect a Magento store view to a Tripolis Dialogue database. This database will
contain contact records and as a user you can map any store field with customer data, to a database field in Tripolis
Dialogue. You can also setup one group for subscribers and one for unsubscribers that the plugin will use based on the
customer profile settings.
Contacts will be updated automatically in Tripolis Dialogue when changes occur in the webshop. In this synchronization
the webshop is always leading. When first taking the plugin in production it is necessary to do an initial synchronization.
For sending transactional emails the plugin uses a separate database in Tripolis Dialogue (or multiple databases if there
are multiple store views). This database will not contain contacts, but transactional records.
For these records you can create a database mapping of type "transactions" along with the necessary field mappings for
this database map.
In the Workspace connected to this database you can map transactional emails to the default mails in Magento.
For each transactional event, the plugin will create a transactional record and will send out the email mapped to this
event.
Details for each transaction can be found in the various transaction feeds (Section 6.2).
For commercial emails to your contacts the plugin provides a number of product feeds. There are various feed types such
as Latest Additions, Bestsellers, etc. and the URL for each feed can be generated based on type, number of products and
product category.
These feeds can be used in Newsletters or Direct Emails in Tripolis Dialogue. The feed URL's have a clear structure that
makes them easy to use in combination with placeholders for article fields in newsletters.
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3 Connect the plugin to a Tripolis Dialogue client
To synchronize customers in Magento to contacts in Tripolis Dialogue you need to configure the plugin.

3.1

Plugin settings

After installing the plugin (see magento_installation_manual) make sure that you enabled it and that you provided an
(administrator) email-address for notifications. Leave disabled during set up. Enable right before initial synchronization.
These settings can be found under:
Main tab: Tripolis > Configuration > Settings

If you have multiple stores running on your Magento installation, keep in mind that this configuration, by default, is set
up for all store views, or for each store view individually.
Configuration of the scope Default Config means that your settings will apply for all store views for which no
configuration has been set.
To configure a specific store view select that store view in the dropdown of the Current Configuration Scope selection
box.

3.2 Connection with Tripolis Dialogue
To establish a connection with Tripolis Dialogue you provide your credentials in the Dialogue Instance section (make sure
to use a dedicated API account with advanced API rights). You can test the connection by using Run Test.
Main tab: Tripolis > Configuration > Settings

Logging
The plugin provides extensive logging options; please check the appendix for more details.
URL Object Encryption
Information used in URL’s can be encrypted with AES encryption, see appendix for further details.
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4 Databases mappings and contact synchronization
4.1 Contact Synchronization
In this synchronization the webshop is always leading.
Email is key in Dialogue for contact synchronization (to handle both subscribers and customers)
Guest transactions are excluded from synchronization.

4.1.1

Enabling / disabling of contact synchronizing

The contact synchronization between Magento and Tripolis Dialogue can be enabled or disabled at all times.
This is managed in the Contact synchronization section.
Main tab: Tripolis > Configuration > Settings

4.1.2

Status page

Before initial mapping, check the Connection status on the status page.
Main tab: Tripolis > Status

4.2 Mapping
For Magento to communicate with Tripolis Dialogue, it is necessary to create mappings for contact-databases, contactgroups and contact-fields.

4.2.1

Database mapping

Start with creating a database map by clicking Add Database Map in the top right corner.
Main tab: Tripolis > Mapping > Database mapping
This will open following page:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
5

Magento store: select the store view for this mapping, do not use Admin
Map name: choose a descriptive name for this mapping, e.g. “English shop contact database map”
Tripolis Contact Database: select a contact database (if drop down is empty, check connection status)
Tripolis Workspace: select a Workspace, necessary for mapping emails
Used for: 2 types, contacts or transactions
07/25/2016
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Database mappings can be used for either contacts or transactions. In this section we focus on the contacts mapping. For
transactions, please look at section 5.
A mapping for contacts will create contact records in a mapped Tripolis Dialogue database, this contact database can be
used for e-mails campaigns. Each store view can be mapped to it’s own contact database.

4.2.2

Contact group mapping

Group mapping is necessary to map Magento’s newsletter subscribers and unsubscribers to Tripolis Dialogue, It’s
currently the only supported group type. This mapping allows you to manage your newsletter subscribers and
unsubscribers, make sure to map both groups before starting an initial sync.
Main tab: Tripolis > Mapping > Group mapping:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

4.2.3

Magento source type: Select Newsletter (which is the only option).
Magento source: skip this option.
Database map: select database mapping.
Tripolis Group: select a group in Tripolis Dialogue.
Used for: either newsletter subscribers or newsletter unsubscribers.

Contact field mapping

Contact field mappings are used to map fields in Magento with contact fields in Tripolis Dialogue. You can map all
standard customer fields in Magento.
The only mandatory field for contacts mapping is email but we recommend to also map: first name, last name.
Main tab: Tripolis > Mapping > Field mapping

1.
2.

6

3.

Database Map: select database mapping.
Tripolis Field: after selecting a database mapping, the list of available Tripolis fields will refresh. Make sure that
the Dialogue contact does not have a minimum length (Min. length should be 0 or empty).
Magento Source Type: select a Magento field category.

4.

Magento source: select a source field to match the selected Tripolis field.
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4.3 Initial Synchronization
Magento customers are synchronized to the Tripolis Dialogue contact database in real-time after creation or update in
Magento.
Before taking the plugin into production, you need to run an initial synchronization.
After setting up your mappings (= database, group, contact fields) you can click Synchronize contacts to start your initial
synchronization.
Main tab: Tripolis > Status

A similar prompt appears:

Make sure NOT to close this prompt until you are notified that the sync is done.
If for some reason a new initial sync is required, this can easily be done by clearing the client data Reset all client data
(mappings will remain intact).

And initiating/clicking Synchronize contacts again.

4.3.1

Subscribing and unsubscribing of contacts

Magento is leading in the subscription and unsubscription of your newsletter subscribers.
Newsletter subscriptions are done via the Magento front end.
When unsubscribing through newsletters, your unsubscribe link should look similar to (without aesEncrypt):
http://MYMAGENTOHOST.COM/index.php/tripolis/subscriber/unsubscribe/?email=${contact.email}.
We would recommend you however to encrypt your contact details with aesEncrypt (Section 7.2), similar to:
http://MYMAGENTOHOST.COM/index.php/tripolis/subscriber/unsubscribe/?email=${contact.email?aesEncrypt(%278KN
amWenYUeXpNOj%27,%27ziHV1baRH9ooTOCw%27)}.
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5 Transactional emails
For sending transactional emails the plugin uses a separate database in Tripolis Dialogue (or multiple databases if there
are multiple store views). This database will not contain contacts, but transactional records. For this you can make a
database mapping of type "transactions" (Section 4.2.1) and the desired field mappings for this database map (Section
5.1).
To use all sorts of transactional information in your emails, you can create feeds from Magento (Section 6.2)
In a Workspace connected to this database you can create transactional emails and map these to existing emails in the
webshop (Section 5.2).
For each transactional event, the plugin will create a transactional record and send the email mapped to this event.

5.1

Transactional field mapping

Make sure you have a created a transactional database mapping before creating transactional field mappings.
Tripolis > Mapping > Transactional mapping

If you use a transactional database, the following Magento Source attributes are required to enable the synchronization
of transactional records:
Transaction Id (type: String).
Transaction (type: String).
Magento Object Id (type: String).
Email (type: Email).
If you are making use of update emails (e.g. Order Update, Shipment Update, Invoice Update) you should also map the
Comment attribute (to a String field In Tripolis Dialogue), this field is for comment(s) that will trigger update emails.
Timestamp attribute should be mapped with a datetime type field in Tripolis Dialogue for additional logging of
transactional records.
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5.2 Email Mapping
To have Tripolis Dialogue send emails instead of Magento you need to map Magento’s default emails with (direct) email
editions in Dialogue.
A mapping for transactions will create transactional records in a mapped database. These records can be used for all sorts
of transactional emails. A transaction record can be an invoice, a confirmation, an order mail, etc.
It is only possible to create one mapping for transactions for each store view.
Default mail-templates:
1.
Abandoned Cart
2.
Credit Memo update
3.
Credit Memo update for Guest
4.
Invoice update
5.
Invoice update for Guest
6.
New Credit Memo
7.
New Credit Memo for Guest
8.
New invoice
9.
New invoice for Guest
10.
New Shipment
11.
New Shipment for Guest
12.
New account
13.
New account confirmation key
14.
New account confirmed
15.
Newsletter subscription confirmation
16.
Newsletter subscription success
17.
Newsletter unsubscription success
18.
Order update
19.
Order update for Guest
20.
Send product to a friend
21.
Share Wishlist
22.
Shipment update
23.
Shipment update for Guest
Like group and field mappings, email mappings are also based on a database mapping, a workspace needs to be defined
however, in order to map direct email editions (newsletters are not mappable).
Password reset, notification and report emails for internal use cannot be sent through Tripolis Dialogue.
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Main tab: Tripolis > Mapping > Email mapping

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

10

Magento store: select a store view for which you want to map a transactional email.
Magento Email Template: select the Magento email template you would like to map.
Database Map: select the database map, which contains the workspace with your direct email templates
Direct Email Type: select the Tripolis Dialogue direct email type of the direct email edition.
Direct Email: select the Tripolis Dialogue direct email edition
Enable Tripolis Email: by default set to ‘Yes’.
Disable Magento Email: by default set to ‘Yes’
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6 Use of feeds and configuration settings
The plugin is able to create xml feeds of customer, product and transactional information.
With these feeds Tripolis Dialogue can create personalized emails with real-time information from the Magento
webshop.
Keep in mind that using feeds for large mailings results in an increased load for your Magento server.

6.1

Security

The plugin offers two levels of security to prevent unauthorized access to the feed’s content.

6.1.1

IP restriction of feeds

In your configuration settings you can enter a comma-separated list of IP addresses that will have exclusive access to the
feeds. Tripolis Support can provide the IP addresses used by your Tripolis Dialogue instance.
Additionally you could add your own IP address for testing purposes.
Main tab: Configuration > Tripolis (left menu item: Symfony | Modules) > Feed settings

Using the IP restriction is not required, however we strongly recommend doing so.

6.1.2

Feed user restriction

Feeds can only be accessed if the URL of the feed contains a valid security key. To create a key you need to register at
least one feed user.
Main tab: Tripolis > Feeds > Users
Opens:

6.2 URL Generator / Feed types
The plugin contains a URL Generator that creates a URL for a certain feed type. When selecting details for the feed, the
URL will build up accordingly.
Available Feeds:
1. Customer
2. Product (Single product, Last added products, Special price, Best selling products, Most viewed products, Related
to customer purchases, Random products)
3. Quote
4. Single order
5. Invoice
6. Shipment
7. Credit memo
8. Send to friend
9. Send wishlist
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To use an xml URL in a Tripolis Dialogue email it is possible to replace certain elements with contact merge fields, article
fields or other FreeMarker variables coming from contact fields in your database.
Tripolis > Feeds > URL Generator
First, select a Feed user. If you haven’t created one you will be directed to the New Feed User page.
Next, select a Feed type:

While selecting options and entering values, the Example URL will instant build up accordingly.

6.2.1

Customer feed

With this feed you can access Magento customer details.

These settings will create a feed for customer 139, like:
http://MYMAGENTOHOST.COM/index.php/tripolis/feed/create/key/7e455b42794996a03c164df9039b4b50/type/custo
mer/customerid/139/
Customer id’s can be found in two locations:
- Customers > Manage Customers: in the column ID you can find your Magento customer id
- In Dialogue in the transactional database, the field that has been matched with Magento Object Id
A URL example for using feed in Tripolis Dialogue:
http://MYMAGENTOHOST.COM/index.php/tripolis/feed/create/key/1691ddbcaf5b877545c485cff63d513b/type/custom
er/customerid/${contact.customer_id}
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6.2.2

Product feed

The product feed can be used to load products from the Magento database. There are a few limitations however:
Only products with visibility set to Catalog, Search, or Catalog & Search can be loaded.
Only products that are set to Enabled and are in stock can be loaded.

Generic settings:
The product feed is a wrapper for all the product related feeds.
- Store view: for each feed you will need to select a store view, as product names and descriptions may vary.
- Specify a maximum number of products to be included, set the value of ‘How many products?’.
- All product feeds can be filtered by category.
Product selection:
-

6.2.3

Single product: feed of one single product, you can use either SKU or product Id to specify which product.
Last added products: this feed will provide the most recent added products.
Bestselling products: this feed will contain the bestselling products. Currently this selection is based on all time
sales.
Most viewed products: this feed will contain the most viewed products. Currently this selection is based on all
time views.
Related to customer purchases: this feed also requires a customer Id. Products related to products which the
customer has bought will be included in this feed.
Random products: as the name suggests, this feed will contain random products for the selected store view and
if specified the selected category.

Quote feed

This feed can be used to fetch the items of an abandoned shopping cart. Quote id can be found in the contact field that is
mapped with Magento’s Magento Object Id.
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6.2.4

Single order feed

The order feed requires either the order’s Magento Id or the order’s increment id. The increment id is the id displayed on
the order overview page in Magento. However, the order id is the id in the Dialogue field (in the transactional database)
that has been matched with Magento Object Id.
It is also possible to map the increment id to your transactional contact database, therefore the order feed has been
configured to accept both.

6.2.5

Invoice feed

The Invoice feed only requires an invoice id. This Id can be fetched from Dialogue in the transactional database: the same
field that has been matched with Magento Object Id.

6.2.6

Shipment feed

The shipment feed only requires a shipment id. This Id can be fetched from Dialogue in the transactional database: the
same field that has been matched with Magento Object Id.

6.2.7

Credit memo feed

The Credit memo feed only requires a credit memo Id. This Id can be fetched from Dialogue in the transactional database:
the same field that has been matched with Magento Object Id.
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6.2.8

Send to a friend feed

Usually when Magento sends a send to friend email the content for that email is directly written into the email template.
Since we are not able to do so we store this content into a database. This feed can be used to access that content. The
send to friend id can be fetched from Dialogue in the transactional database: the same field that has been matched with
Magento Object Id.

6.2.9

Send wish list feed

The Send wishlist feed is similar to the send to friend feed type and makes use of the same type of id. The difference is
that instead of sending a product a customer is sending his or her wish list to a friend.

6.3 Abandoned cart feed / functionality
The abandoned cart feature enables you to send a reminder email to customers who have added items to their shopping
cart but haven’t completed the order process.
This functionality can be enabled through the Abandoned cart settings:
System > Configuration > Tripolis (left menu item: Symfony | Modules) > Abandoned cart

Set Send abandoned cart mailings to Yes to enable the Abandoned cart feature.
Schedule stands for the expiration time of a shopping cart (considered as ‘abandoned’)
Cron speed: frequency /speed of your cron job (Scheduled Task), of the server Magento runs on.
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Mapping of Abandoned cart email template: Tripolis > Mapping > Email mapping

You will need to map this custom template to a Tripolis Direct Email template.
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7 Appendix
7.1

Log level

Choose between Errors only, Errors and notices only, and Everything.
Errors only is custom.

7.2 Email Object Encryption settings
All values in URL’s can be encrypted with ?aesEncrypt('<16 characters/key>', <16 characters/salt>’)
An unsubscribe example:
http://MYMAGENTOHOST.COM/index.php/subscriber/unsubscribe/?email=${contact.email?aesEncrypt('8KNamWenYUe
XpNOj','ziHV1baRH9ooTOCw')}
Enter the same values you used as key and salt in Tripolis Dialogue to encrypt an email address here so that the module
can decrypt the value.
The Run Test button will check if both values have a length of exactly 16 characters.
Tripolis > Configuration > Settings
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